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Abstract

We measure a resonance in the frequency dependence of the real diagonal conductivity, Re[�xx], near integer 4lling factor,
�= 3. This resonance depends strongly on �, with peak frequency fpk ≈ 1:7 GHz at �= 3:04 or 2.92 close to integer �, but
fpk ≈ 600 MHz at � = 3:19 or 2.82, the extremes of where the resonance is visible. The dependence of fpk upon n∗, the
density of electrons in the partially 4lled level, is discussed and compared with similar measurements by Chen et al. (Phys.
Rev. Lett., 91, 016801) about �= 1 and 2. We interpret the resonance as due to a pinned Wigner crystal phase with density
n∗ about the �= 3 state.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The integer quantum Hall e.ect (IQHE) [1,2]
is understood to arise in two-dimensional electron
systems (2DES) from gaps in the single particle
density of states. At low temperatures, electron
localization when the Fermi level resides in these
gaps, gives rise to wide, deep minima in the
diagonal conductivity, �xx, and quantized values
of the Hall conductance, �xy. In very clean sys-
tems, there exists the possibility that electrons may
become localized in a collective manner form-
ing crystalline, domains [3–6] pinned by disorder.
Collective localization of electrons is known to
occur deep in the lowest Landau level at 4lling
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factors �¡ 1
5 , where the Wigner crystal (WC) 1 be-

comes energetically favorable [7,8]. Key observations
of theWC have been provided by measurements of the
real diagonal microwave conductivity, Re[�xx], which
shows a resonance at frequency, f ∼ 1 GHz [9,10].
The resonance is caused by the pinned WC domains
oscillating in the disorder potential, i.e. a pinningmode
[11,12]. Recently, Chen et al. [13] have shown that a
similar resonance exists at � close to integers 1 and 2
and attributed it to a crystal formed from the electrons
in the uppermost occupied spin split Landau level.
In this paper, we detail measurements of a reso-

nance in Re[�xx] about � = 3. We interpret this reso-
nance as due to a pinned crystal phase about � = 3.

1 See chapters by H. Fertig (3) and M. Shayegan (9) in
Perspectives in Ref. [2].
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This resonance is sharp and has strong B dependence
in agreement with Ref. [13]. The dependence of fpk

upon the partial density in the uppermost occupied
spin split Landau level is shown to agree well with
measurements of fpk about �=1 and 2. It also shows
that Landau level index is important in determining
the properties of integer quantum Hall Wigner crys-
tals (IQHWC).
Our measurements were performed on an MBE

grown GaAs/AlGaAs 300 LA quantum well of den-
sity n = 3:03 × 1011 cm−2 and mobility � = 2:4 ×
107 cm2 V−1 s−1. The sample was cleaved to ap-
proximately 4×6 mm. A coplanar waveguide (CPW)
was patterned onto the sample surface such that mi-
crowave signals propagate across the sample with the
microwave electric 4eld in the plane of the 2DES.
In the high B limit, the absorbed power gives the
Re[�xx] = (−w)=(2lZ0) ln(P=P0), where P is the
transmitted power, P0 is the power transmitted in the
absence of a 2DES, Z0 = 50 M, and w=2l is a geomet-
ric factor equal to the inverse number of squares of
2DES in the CPW [14]. The sample is mounted on a
metal block which itself is well heat sunk to the mix-
ing chamber and is positioned in the superconducting
magnet. The temperature, T , of the block is measured
by a resistor.
In Fig. 1, we plot Re[�xx] between 3.5 and 6:5 T at 5

frequencies. These data were acquired at T ≈ 50 mK
and are vertically o.set for clarity. The 300 MHz data
show a wide, broad minimum centered about B =
4:18 T, which is �= 3. A second minimum begins to
develop as B approaches 6:26 T, which is �=2. Sharp
frequency dependent minima are also present at 5.01
and 3:58 T, which are � = 5

2 and 7
2 , respectively. Fo-

cusing on the region around �= 3, the peaks on each
side of the minimum at B=4:37 and 3:93 T are about
5 �S in size. In the 600 MHz data, the peaks have
grown to about 8 �S and have also moved inwards
slightly to B = 3:97 and 4:35 T. Data at 1 GHz show
the high B side of �= 3 peak even larger at 9 �S and
B=4:26 T. By 1:5 GHz, this peak has shrunk to 5 �S,
and by 2 GHz, the peak is just 4 �S. However, as f
increases, it continues to shift inward towards � = 3
peaking at B= 4:25 and 4:21 T, respectively. Similar
behavior can be seen on the low B side of �=2 where
the peak reaches its maximum conductivity at about
1 GHz and shrinks thereafter with increasing f, while
shifting continuously towards �= 2.
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Fig. 1. The real part of the conductivity, Re[�xx] versus B between
3.5 and 6:5 T at T ≈ 50 mK. Five frequencies, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0, 1.5,
and 2 GHz are shown. The data are o.set for clarity.

Fig. 2 shows Re[�xx] versus f at 4xed � about �=3
from 2.78 (top trace) to 3.24 (bottom trace). The data
with darker lines fall at � = 2:8; 2:9; 3:0; 3:1, and 3.2
which are marked on the left and side. All data were
acquired at T ∼ 40 mK and successive traces are
o.set in 6 �S increments. A resonance is seen for �
between 2.80 and 2.92 on the low side of � = 3 and
again between �= 3:04 and 3.19 on the high side. In
Fig. 2B, the peak frequency fpk of the resonance is
plotted for those traces to which a lorentzian curve can
reasonably be 4tted. The fpk runs from 600 MHz at
�=2:83 to 1:7 GHz at �=2:91. Above �=3, fpk fall
between 1:8 GHz at � = 3:04 and about 560 MHz at
�=3:18. Fig. 2C shows the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) taken from the same lorentzian 4t. The res-
onance reaches its strongest (narrowest FWHM) at
�=2:86 and 3.12. In both cases, FWHM ≈ 650 MHz.
The errors on the FWHM are about 10%. Those on
fpk are about 6% and the error in � is less than ±0:02.
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Fig. 2. (A) The real part of the conductivity, Re[�xx] versus f at
4lling factors, �, between 3.78 and 4.24, (B) the peak frequency,
fpk versus �, (C) full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) versus �.

A resonance of this kind in Re[�xx], as has been
discussed elsewhere [13,18], is naturally interpreted
as a pinning mode [11] of an electronic crystal. The
resonance observed here varies from well above the
temperature (40 mK) at 1:7 GHz to well below it
at 650 MHz (1 GHz × h=kB ≈ 50 mK) and persists
to temperature well in excess of 100 mK. Hence, it
is unlikely that individually trapped electrons are its
cause. The resonance is suOciently sharp with Q =
fpk=FWHM¿ 1 that some averaging of pinning po-
tentials is occurring, indicating a large domain size.
Finally, the data can be compared to the resonance
seen in the Wigner crystal regime, �¡ 1

5 [10], to the
similar resonance seen about �= 1 and 2 [13], and to
the resonance [18] of the bubble phase.
The resonance behavior seen here and in Ref. [13]

is very di.erent from what has been seen in the
IQHE minima before. In moderately clean 2 2DES
over a similar range of frequency, 16f6 10 GHz,
microwave conductivity experiments [16,17] found

2 Both experiments used samples of � ∼ 5×105 cm2 V−1 s−1.
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Fig. 3. Peak frequency, fpk versus partial density, |n∗|, about
integer 4lling, n∗ = n × �∗=�. Filled symbols represent electrons
and open symbols holes. Data from the resonance about �=1 and
2 are included. The quantum numbers N and � are also given.

Re[�xx] ˙ f, within the QHE minima. Those data
were consistent with single particle hopping theory
[15]. In contrast, the pinning resonance seen here
is due to the collective motion of pinned crystalline
domains.
The dependence of the resonance on � is mainly

due to a change in the density of electrons/holes in
the crystal. Assuming that 4lled levels are inert, the
remaining electrons/holes in the partially 4lled/empty
level above/below � = 3 have density, n∗ = n × �∗=�
where �∗= �− [�] is the partial 4lling of the level and
in this case, [�] = 3.
In Fig. 3 we plot fpk versus |n∗| for the resonance

about �= 3, 2, and 1. 3 Data for the resonance above
integer � (electrons) are shown as 4lled symbols and
those from holes (just below integer �) are open sym-
bols. The quantum numbers for Landau level index,
N , and spin, �, are also given. While fpk monoton-
ically decreases as n∗ increases in all cases, the data
naturally bunch into 2 groups. Around � = 3 (trian-
gles), the fpk for electrons (1; ↑) and holes (1; ↓) fall
close to each other. Both data sets agree well with data
from the electrons near � = 2 (4lled squares) (1; ↓).

3 The fpk data for resonances around �=1 and 2 were measured
in a separate cooldown on a di.erent sample cut from the same
wafer.
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All three occur in theN=1Landau level. However, the
other three data sets were taken at ranges of � which
fall in the lowest Landau level. These are, near �=1,
electrons (0; ↑) and holes (0; ↓) and holes below �=2
(0; ↓) the data for all of which follow a more gradual
slope. These two distinct bunchings are due to di.er-
ences between in the single particle wave function in
the N = 0 and 1 Landau levels.
In conclusion, we have presented data for an inte-

ger Wigner crystal phase of electrons whose density
comes from the partial 4lling of the N = 1 Landau
level about �= 3. Our evidence is a strong resonance
in Re[�xx] at � close to 3, with a range from 2.83 to
2.91 and again from 3.04 to 3.19. The best Q are mea-
sured at � = 2:86 and 3.12. The dependence of fpk

upon �∗ closely resembles that of the previously mea-
sured resonance near � = 1 and 2 and suggests that
Landau level index is of principal importance to the
properties of the resonance.
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